
 

 

  Excursion possibilities in Levi 

Besides skiing, the fantastic Lappish nature offers many possibilities for unforgettable trips. Below you will find a 

recommended selection of unique excursions that we can organize and book for you! 

Husky safari to a snow castle  

Are you ready to drive the husky sled? This excursion with a 10 mile sled trip is an absolute 

must. The huskies want to run and you may enjoy the speed, the wonderful nature and the 

breathtaking white scenery.  

Halfway we’ll take a break and visit the wonderful Levi Ice Gallery and also get to pay a visit 

to a real snow hotel! Naturally, a delicious Finnish Kota-lunch with coffee is part of the 

deal. Duration is 4-5 hours.                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                          Price from € 170 pp  

Sled tour to a reindeer farm  (incl. reindeer safari) 

This is a very attractive and active excursion! The sled trip to the reindeer farm will take 

place by traditional kicksled, which means you have to put in your own muscle power! An 

extraordinary means of transportation, surely recommended for a group of friends or 

family members! Having arrived at the reindeer farm, we will meet the animals and we will 

go for a ride in the reindeer sleigh. Now it’s time to relax and the reindeers will do the 

work! Including a snack and a drink at the farm. Duration approx. 3 hours. 

(This excursion is also possible to a husky farm!)                                   Price from € 70 pp                                                                                                

Snowshoe walk   

1. “Northern Lights” A car will take us to the top of the Levi fell for an adventurous walk on the top 

of the hill. During this evening walk, we enjoy the silence and the nature, and perhaps we are 

lucky and get to enjoy the spectacular northern lights! Including a snack and a drink in a 

traditional Lappish ‘Kota’ hut. Duration approx. 2 ½ hours. 

2. Get in touch with the SAMI-culture We start the trip with a ride in the Gondoli-skilift. Once on 

top of the LEVI fell we put on the snow shoes. In the midst of nature, we enjoy the view and walk 

towards the Samiland, where we will learn about the colorful history and culture of the traditional 

Lappish SAMI-people. Incl. a snack and a drink in a traditional Lappish ‘Kota’ hut. Duration approx. 

3 ½ hours                                                                             Price from € 55 pp                                                                      

Snowmobile safari “Northern Lights” 

This special excursion naturally takes place in the evening. We will leave around 19:00 with 

the snowmobiles after a thorough driving instruction. We will pause halfway at a 

traditional Lappish ‘Kota’ hut for a drink and a bite. Then we proceed to the top of the LEVI 

fell where we can hopefully experience the magic of the Northern lights. Any which way a 

great adventure and an unforgettable experience! 

The trip is approximately 25 miles. 

                                                                                                          Price from € 145 pp 

Snowmobile safari  

Do you like speed? And do you enjoy the wonderful winter nature? Then this excursion is 

certainly a “must”! It’s your choice for a single or two seater snowmobile. Once dressed in 

a thermo overall we will start this adventure supervised by an experienced guide. We’ll 

drive 50 miles through wonderful nature, white forests, over frozen lakes and crossing 

snowy hills. Halfway, we’ll stop at a famous art studio in Lapland. In the midst of nature, a 

well-known Finnish painter has his retreat, and we’ll stop by to have a look at his work and 

enjoy a lovely lunch. After that, it’s time to return to Levi. An unforgettable experience!                                            

                                                                                                          Price from € 135 pp 

Ice fishing 

It is your choice to be taken to the frozen lake by car or by reindeer sleigh (!) to go ice 

fishing! Most certainly not an everyday experience and of course you can take your catch 

of the day home with you, to prepare a delicious meal. Includes lunch and coffee. Duration 

from approx. ca. 3 hours. 

 

 

                                                                                                         Price from € 100 pp                                                                                                                          

Tailor-made excursions for your 

group based on your own interests: 
 

Why book upfront? 

Besides the excursions listed above there are much more possibilities! Send us your special 

interests and we will put together a tailor-made and unforgettable program for your group!  

 

• Guaranteed availability! 

• Decide at home in all ease, no stress during the holiday, pure enjoyment! 

• We take care of the whole package, usually including transportation! 

• Low prices! 

 

info@viprakka.com 

info@viprakka.com 


